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2014-2015 was an eventful year both on a personal level and from a commission’s standpoint. I 

have to admit there was a steep learning curve at the first few meetings and with great assistance 

from Alan and Hugh I got through the officialness of it all.  

One of the first roles was to purchase new bikes and contact with Frank Campbell lived up 30 of 

the beautiful green Dolan Precursa at €380 each. 5 new ones and 5 reconditioned ones went both 

North to Orangefield and South to Kanturk with a track tandem also. The other 20 stayed at 

Sundrive and have been put to great use.  

I also went on the Youth Academy trip to Newport Velodrome and over 3 days watched and 

recorded 36 new indoor velodrome users and the video which I uploaded on Facebook got over 

5000 views in the first month. 

Orla organised a successful trip to Alkmaar for the young girls and there were a few trips to Poland 

by Sundrive. So it's evident an indoor velodrome is necessary and with the recent news on Sticky 

Bottle about the velodrome being put on hold I contacted my local TD Ciaran Cannon, an avid 

cyclist, and after a meeting with Cycling Ireland and a phone-call with Denis Twomey, I visited Dail 

Eireann. I plan a lobbying process on the build up to the elections to push the velodrome past the 

planning process into tender. This can be assisted greatly by communication to other clubs and 

social media outlets. 

There has been a little more communication with the North and South velodromes while National 

events were run in Orangefield and Kanturk has just received €108k for a revamp. It is hoped that 

the Track Commission can be seen more so as a unified Body representing all velodromes than 

just Sundrive and Leinster. 

A great deal was discussed over phone-calls and it was a personal preference over long winded 

emails. 

I have been given more of an insight into the inner workings and the behind the scenes of the 

commission and I have to say they are a great group of hard working dedicated volunteers without 

whom the aspect of a great sport would not exist. 

With the commission run on a shoestring, a Track Development Riders Fund was set up and 

although it only got introduced in the summer already one third has been allocated with the overall 

amount of 10k. It is hoped that we can access a similar amount next year as it will become much 

more utilised. 

The amazing success of our track riders on the international scene has seen World Medals, World 

Champions and Records broken in every aspect of the sport. Even on a National level Track 

Records fell showing that the coaches and athletes are doing everything right. And there is more to 

come. 

Looking forward to the next season. Keep pedalling and turn Left ! 

 

- Aiden Reade  

Chairman Track Commission  

Cycling Ireland 


